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Abstract. The High-Luminosity LHC will open an unprecedented window on
the weak-scale nature of the universe, providing high-precision measurements
of the standard model as well as searches for new physics beyond the stan-
dard model. Such precision measurements and searches require information-
rich datasets with a statistical power that matches the high-luminosity provided
by the Phase-2 upgrade of the LHC. Efficiently collecting those datasets will be
a challenging task, given the harsh environment of 200 proton-proton interac-
tions per LHC bunch crossing. For this purpose, CMS is designing an efficient
data-processing hardware trigger (Level-1) that will include tracking informa-
tion and high-granularity calorimeter information. Trigger data analysis will be
performed through sophisticated algorithms such as particle flow reconstruc-
tion, including widespread use of Machine Learning. The current conceptual
system design is expected to take full advantage of advances in FPGA and
link technologies over the coming years, providing a high-performance, low-
latency computing platform for large throughput and sophisticated data correla-
tion across diverse sources.

1 Introduction

In 2029, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) – the world’s largest and most powerful particle
accelerator – will have completed an upgrade which increases the instantaneous luminosity
of proton-proton collisions to 7.5 × 1034 cm−2s−1. This luminosity increase will allow for
more statistics (∼ 4000 fb−1) which will in turn help in searches for new and rare physics.
For example, the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) is expected to produce > 15 million
Higgs bosons per year which will allow for more thorough analyses on Higgs properties and
mechanics.

A consequence of increasing the LHC luminosity is an increase in additional proton-
proton interactions per LHC bunch crossing (called pileup), making each collision event more
complicated than ever before. The algorithms and hardware used for careful selection of in-
teresting physics events therefore need to be updated to accommodate the harsher conditions
present in each event. This work will give an overview of the updates being made to the CMS
Level-1 Trigger (L1T) System – part of the event selection system for the CMS detector [1]
– including a few detailed examples on novel L1T subsystems and algorithms and how they
help extend our physics reach.
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Figure 1.3: Functional diagram of the CMS L1 Phase-2 upgraded trigger design. The Phase-2 L1
trigger receives inputs from the calorimeters, the muon spectrometers and the track finder. The
calorimeter trigger inputs include inputs from the barrel calorimeter (BC), the high-granularity
calorimeter (HGCAL) and the hadron forward calorimeter (HF). It is composed of a barrel
calorimeter trigger (BCT) and a global calorimeter trigger (GCT). The muon trigger receives in-
put from various detectors, including drift tubes (DT), resistive plate chambers (RPC), cathode
strip chambers (CSC), and gas electron multipliers (GEM). It is composed of a barrel layer-1
processor and muon track finders processing data from three separate pseudorapidity regions
and referred to as BMTF, OMTF and EMTF for barrel, overlap and endcap, respectively. The
muon track finders transmit their muon candidates to the global muon trigger (GMT), where
combination with tracking information is possible. The track finder (TF) provides tracks to
various parts of the design including the global track trigger (GTT). The correlator trigger (CT)
in the center (yellow area) is composed of two layers dedicated to particle-flow reconstruction.
All objects are sent to the global trigger (GT) issuing the final L1 trigger decision. External
triggers feeding into the GT are also shown (more in Section 2.6) including potential upscope
(mentioned as ”others”) such as inputs from the MTD. The dashed lines represent links that
could be potentially exploited (more details are provided in the text). The components under
development within the Phase-2 L1 trigger project are grouped in the same area (blue area).
The various levels of processing are indicated on the right: trigger primitives (TP), local and
global trigger reconstruction, particle-flow trigger reconstruction (PF) and global decision.

processors as part of the detector backend. The reconstructed track parameters and track re-
construction quality flags are provided to the trigger system to achieve precise vertex recon-
struction and matching with calorimeter and muon objects. This key feature maximizes the
trigger efficiency while keeping the trigger rate within the allowed budget. A global track trig-
ger (GTT) will be included, to reconstruct the primary vertices of the event along with tracker-
only based objects, such as jets and missing transverse momentum. The GTT can also be used
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Figure 1: CMS Level-1 Trigger schematic for (a) the current system and (b) the proposed
upgraded system [2].

2 CMS Level-1 Trigger

The CMS detector consists of many individual subdetectors with unique technologies for
probing specific elementary particles. In brief, the silicon tracker is the innermost compo-
nent which reconstructs charged particle paths passing through, the calorimeters measure the
energies of electrons, photons, and hadrons, and the muon system provides more precise
muon measurements. Each of these subdetectors feed information into the L1T system for
informative event selection. The current L1T structure can be seen in Figure 1a, and the pro-
posed upgrade is shown in Figure 1b. In the L1T upgrade, the different components of the
calorimeter, muon and global track trigger systems will feed into an intermediate correlator
trigger before sending all information collected and processed to the global trigger for final
selection.

During the HL-LHC era, the L1T will receive data at a rate of 40 MHz and will need
to make selections within a 12.5 µs latency to output at a rate of 750 kHz. Within these
tight constraints, the L1T will run sophisticated algorithms and reconstruct useful physics
objects on FPGA-based hardware. All upgrades are made with the goal of maintaining cur-
rent physics reach given an increase in pileup. Furthermore, we will increase the coverage
and probe physics phase spaces that were previously inaccessible through the capabilities
of the new system; from increased granularity and acceptance of the detectors, improved
electronics, incorporating new trigger systems and utilising innovative techniques including
Machine Learning.

2.1 Architecture

All firmware for the L1T system will be held on FPGAs due to the hardware’s computing
speeds and re-programmable nature. All FPGAs used will be the same chip, currently ex-
pected to be Xilinx VU13P. The FPGAs will be placed onto PCB boards with ATCA form
factor. The functions performed by the different board families are different and therefore
have unique firmware. Information is transferred between boards through 25 Gb/s optical
fibers.



Figure 2: The proposed L1T architecture mapping indicating the full layout of the PCBs,
FPGAs that they contain, and optical links between the boards. The gray shaded section out-
lined in black at the top left indicates the trigger boards associated with the detector backend
system which creates trigger primitive objects used further down the trigger pipeline [2].

Figure 2 shows a map of the proposed architecture for the upgraded CMS L1T system.
The different highlighted sections indicate the separate trigger subsystems, such as the section
labeled "muons". With each highlighted section, the dark boxes indicate PCBs, such as the
box labeled "EMTF". Within each PCB box, smaller boxes laid out like a grid indicate
different FPGAs assigned to that PCB. The optical links are represented by a black line which
shows the flow of information downward.

2.2 Subsystem upgrades

There are 4 independent data processing paths in the upgraded L1T, as seen in Figure 1b:
calorimeter trigger, muon trigger, global track trigger, and correlator trigger. When compared
with the current L1T structure shown in Figure 1a, we can see that two of the subsystems,
namely the correlator and track triggers, are completely new. The calorimeter and muon
triggers have also been given major upgrades to provide more accurate information of the
physics within the corresponding sub-detector.

The most important subsystem components are summarized below:

• Calorimeter trigger The calorimeter trigger receives information from the electromag-
natic and hadronic calorimeters. The main calorimeter trigger objects built are: electrons,
photons, jets, hadronically decaying taus, and various energy sums. In comparison to the
current calorimeter trigger, the updated calorimeters, including the new High Granularity
Calorimeter, will provide higher granularity, which will allow for high-resolution clusters
and identification variables that increase the accuracy in the trigger objects.

• Muon trigger The muon trigger aims to identify and reconstruct muon tracks passing
through the CMS detector. This trigger system will take in information from both the
muon system and tracking system to create the muon trigger objects. In comparison to the
current muon trigger, the upgrade will extend its reconstruction coverage from |η| < 2.4 to
|η| < 2.8 and add in new primitive information from the CMS silicon tracker to those from
the separate muon track finders in different regions of the muon system.



Figure 3: Schematic showing where on the
trigger system certain trigger objects are re-
constructed. STA is stand-alone, meaning it
only take information from one sub-system.
TM is track-matched, meaning it takes in in-
formation from the tracker and another sys-
tem. PF and PUPPI combine information
from all sub-systems.

Figure 4: The trigger efficiency as a function
of HT for tt̄+pileup events with a fixed rate of
10.5 kHz for HT reconstructed in the global
track trigger (blue), calorimeter trigger (yel-
low), and correlator trigger (red) [2].

• Global track trigger The Global Track Trigger (GTT) is a new trigger system being in-
troduced in the upgrade that takes in information from the track finder module which re-
constructs charged particle tracker tracks. This trigger system will then use these tracks to
build high-level track objects, such as jets, vertices, and jet HT . These trigger objects can
help significantly in tasks like pileup mitigation. Further details and examples are given in
Section 3.1.

• Correlator trigger The correlator trigger is another new trigger system. It’s function is
to aggregate all information processed from the previous three upstream trigger systems
(calorimeter, muon, and global track triggers) to achieve the best possible trigger perfor-
mance on challenging physics topologies. There are two essential algorithms on the cor-
relator trigger: Particle Flow identifies and reconstructs all particles given all sub-detector
information, and Pileup Per Particle Identification (PUPPI) mitigates pileup effects. The
correlator trigger ultimately creates more accurate trigger objects like hadronic taus, jets,
missing transverse energy, and HT.

A summary of where the trigger objects are created can be found in Figure 3. Fig-
ure 4 shows how the trigger efficiency changes when you look at the different HT objects
reconstructed in different parts of the level-1 trigger system. The HT object reconstructed in
the correlator trigger, "PuppiHT", which can reconstruct physics objects with more overall
knowledge from all upstream trigger subsystems, achieves the highest trigger efficiency.

2.3 40 MHz scouting system

The upgraded CMS trigger system will also have a scouting system that runs separately but in
parallel to the trigger system connected through spare optical links. The scouting system takes
in a subset of trigger primitives and objects at 40 MHz to monitor trigger system performance,
which is very useful as the global trigger is reprogrammed several times a year. This continual
monitoring allows for real-time trigger component diagnostics. Furthermore, new trigger
algorithms can be prototyped and tested rapidly using the scouting system.



Figure 5: The jet finding efficiency of recon-
structed jets within ∆R < 0.4 of generator jets
as a function of η for a proposed reconstruc-
tion algorithm "L1 Track Jets" and an alter-
native method "FastJet" used as a benchmark
for performance [2].

Figure 6: An example floor plan of the GTT
showing the placement and space required for
different algorithms. "Fasthisto" is a vertex-
ing algorithm and "MET" stands for pmiss

T .

3 L1T Upgrades Examples

In this section we expand on some selected features and applications of the upgraded L1T.

3.1 Trigger subsystem: Global Track Trigger

The GTT is a new subsystem of the trigger system that builds track-level physics objects.
The charged particle track inputs are reconstructed in the Track Finder (TF) with silicon outer
tracker information at 40 MHz. These tracks are stored in a 96-bit track word that contains
information about different track properties, such as the track ϕ, tanλ, z0, nstub, quality, etc.

Charged particle tracks are combined in various ways in the GTT to create a few different
physics objects. Tracker jets are made up of tracks clustered within a certain vicinity of one
another, and HT is built from the tracker jet collection per collision. Primary vertices can also
be created from clusters of tracks along the z axis (beamline) of the CMS detector. Missing
transverse energy (pmiss

T ) can be calculated by aggregating the track transverse momenta in
each collision and determining the amount missing.

Figure 5 shows the performance of the track jet reconstruction algorithm in comparison
to another, more computationally intensive, algorithm used as a benchmark for performance.
Figure 6 shows an example floor plan of the GTT on a VU9P FPGA. Current algorithm im-
plementations on the GTT FPGAs deplete about 15% of the Lookup Table (LUT), 20% of the
Flip Flops (FF), 25% of the Block RAM (BRAM), and 3% of the Digital Signal Processing
Elements (DSP) available.

3.2 Algorithm: End-to-End Neural Network Vertexing

A proposed method of creating track-level primary vertices on the GTT is to use a Neural Net-
work. The input to the algorithm is a full collection of Level-1 tracker tracks, and the output
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Figure 7: Comparison of primary vertex reconstruction algorithms along the z0 residual (a)
and when looking at the ROC curves for track to vertex association (b) [3].

is a likelihood that each track belongs to the PV. This network is referred to as "end-to-end"
because tracks are input without any initial track selection, and so no additional computing
is required on the input as is common with vertexing algorithms. This Machine Learning
approach to vertexing is a suggested upgrade to the baseline approach, which clusters tracks
along the beamline (z) to determine which tracks originate from the same vertex.

The performance comparing the baseline approach, floating point Neural Network ap-
proach, and quantized Neural Network approach can be found in Figure 7. The Neural Net-
work approach is more accurate in determining the correct PV z0 location than with the base-
line algorithm. In order to place the algorithm on an FPGA, all internal numerical values must
be quantized with fixed precision. Figure 7 shows that the quantized version of the network
(red) does not lose any performance in comparison to the floating-point version (blue).

3.3 Physics Reach: Exotic Higgs

The Phase-2 L1T will maintain the current physics reach, as well as extend that reach into
physics realms previously inaccessible with the current L1T. For example, many beyond
standard model (BSM) signals are not capable of being explored due to bandwidth constraints
of the current L1T. One such BSM signal is the exotic Higgs boson decay h → ϕϕ → 4 j
where j stands for jets. The ϕ scalars are long lived and therefore decay to jets far from the
collision point. In the Phase-2 upgrade of the L1T, the HT trigger threshold can be reduced
while maintaining the acceptable L1T rates, meaning that more high-jet multiplicity events
such as these can be recorded.

The GTT will be integral in the triggering of this signal through the reconstruction of
displaced jets made up of displaced tracks coming from the TF. Displaced tracking is an
exciting addition to the TF as it will allow for more accurate investigation of many BSM
events that may be produced. With the addition of displaced tracking and a reduced HT
trigger threshold, the CMS L1T will be able to trigger on an exotic Higgs boson decay.



Figure 8: The expected number of signal events that will pass the HT trigger for different mϕ
and when displaced tracking is included in addition to prompt tracking or not [2].

Figure 8 shows the expected number of signal events that the upgraded L1T will be able
to accept if displaced tracking is included in addition to standard prompt tracking and for
a variety of different ϕ masses. We see that the addition of displaced tracking (upper solid
lines) is key to ensuring that we can capture this signal.

4 Summary

The next-generation HL-LHC will increase the statistics for all physics searches, but also pro-
duce more complicated events due to increased pileup. To maintain the same level of physics
reach as the current L1T, and also extend beyond the current capabilities, the L1T system
will be upgraded to allow for the reconstruction of more sophisticated, offline-like, physics
objects. The proposed trigger will be fully FPGA-based, and will host more sophisticated
algorithms using techniques like Machine Learning while staying within the desired rate and
latency constraints. A number of benchmark tests which prove the feasibility of the phase 2
L1T design have been studied, and there is ongoing work to continue to improve upon the
current baseline model.
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